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PC Magazine
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based,
independent reviews of the latest products and services. Our expert industry
analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get
more from technology.

PC Mag
Embedded Security in Cars
Chronicles the life of the computer programmer, known for the launch of the
operating system GNU Project, from his childhood as a gifted student to his
crusade for free software.

Inside Smithsonian Research
Business Periodicals Index
The popularity of an increasing number of mobile devices, such as PDAs, laptops,
smart phones, and tablet computers, has made the mobile device the central
method of communication in many societies. These devices may be used as
electronic wallets, social networking tools, or may serve as a person’s main access
point to the World Wide Web. The Handbook of Research on Mobile Software
Engineering: Design, Implementation, and Emergent Applications highlights stateof-the-art research concerning the key issues surrounding current and future
challenges associated with the software engineering of mobile systems and related
emergent applications. This handbook addresses gaps in the literature within the
area of software engineering and the mobile computing world.
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Far Eastern Economic Review
This book takes a serious historical and international look at the "digital pencil"
movement to equip every student with a computing device with wireless
connection. Using an ecological perspective as an overarching framework, and
drawing on their own studies and available literature that illuminate the issues
related to one-to-one computing, the authors present well-reasoned discussions
about a set of complex and critical issue facing policy makers, educators, students,
parents, and the general public. The Digital Pencil addresses four key questions: Is
the digital pencil a good idea? The authors analyze the costs and benefits of one-toone computing programs through consideration of multiple indicators and examine
the evaluation reports of various projects within their analytical framework to
present a comprehensive summary of outcomes of one-to-one computing projects.
What happens when each child has a networked computer? The authors analyze
existing data with the goal of gaining insights and making suggestions and
recommendations for policy makers, teachers, and parents. What should schools
purchase or lease - is there an ideal device? These authors examine the relative
advantages and disadvantages of different devices and implementation schemes.
How do we know if one-to-one computing is making a difference? The authors
review the evaluation plans of the various projects and propose a framework for
comprehensive evaluation and research on one-to-one computing. This book is
intended for researchers, school administrators, educational technology
professionals, and policy makers in the U.S. and around the world, and as a
supplemental text for advanced courses in education, technology, and
technological innovation.

Handbook of Research on Mobile Software Engineering:
Design, Implementation, and Emergent Applications
WebGL Programming Guide
"Our music, our culture, our science and our economic welfare all depend on a
delicate balance between those ideas that are controlled and those that are free,
between intellectual property and the public domain

Free as in Freedom [Paperback]
Canadian Periodical Index
Netbooks are the hot new thing in PCs -- small, inexpensive laptops designed for
web browsing, email, and working with web-based programs. But chances are you
don't know how to choose a netbook, let alone use one. Not to worry: with this
Missing Manual, you'll learn which netbook is right for you and how to set it up and
use it for everything from spreadsheets for work to hobbies like gaming and photo
sharing. Netbooks: The Missing Manual provides easy-to-follow instructions and lots
of advice to help you: Learn the basics for using a Windows- or Linux-based
netbook Connect speakers, printers, keyboards, external hard drives, and other
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hardware Get online using a wireless network, a public network, broadband cards,
or dial-up Write email, browse the Web, transfer bookmarks, and add tools to your
web browser Use business tools like Google Docs and Office for Netbooks
Collaborate with others online via instant messaging Edit and share photos, play
games, listen to music, and watch TV and movies online You'll also learn about
web-based backup and storage, staying secure online -- especially when using
wireless networks -- and tips for troubleshooting. Netbooks point to the future of
computing, and Netbooks: The Missing Manual will show you how to get there.

The Times Index
PC/Computing
Forbes
PC Mag
Realtor Magazine
The Motion Picture Guide
Using WebGL®, you can create sophisticated interactive 3D graphics inside web
browsers, without plug-ins. WebGL makes it possible to build a new generation of
3D web games, user interfaces, and information visualization solutions that will run
on any standard web browser, and on PCs, smartphones, tablets, game consoles,
or other devices. WebGL Programming Guide will help you get started quickly with
interactive WebGL 3D programming, even if you have no prior knowledge of
HTML5, JavaScript, 3D graphics, mathematics, or OpenGL. You’ll learn step-by-step,
through realistic examples, building your skills as you move from simple to
complex solutions for building visually appealing web pages and 3D applications
with WebGL. Media, 3D graphics, and WebGL pioneers Dr. Kouichi Matsuda and Dr.
Rodger Lea offer easy-to-understand tutorials on key aspects of WebGL, plus 100
downloadable sample programs, each demonstrating a specific WebGL topic. You’ll
move from basic techniques such as rendering, animating, and texturing triangles,
all the way to advanced techniques such as fogging, shadowing, shader switching,
and displaying 3D models generated by Blender or other authoring tools. This book
won’t just teach you WebGL best practices, it will give you a library of code to
jumpstart your own projects. Coverage includes: • WebGL’s origin, core concepts,
features, advantages, and integration with other web standards • How and basic
WebGL functions work together to deliver 3D graphics • Shader development with
OpenGL ES Shading Language (GLSL ES) • 3D scene drawing: representing user
views, controlling space volume, clipping, object creation, and perspective •
Achieving greater realism through lighting and hierarchical objects • Advanced
techniques: object manipulation, heads-up displays, alpha blending, shader
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switching, and more • Valuable reference appendixes covering key issues ranging
from coordinate systems to matrices and shader loading to web browser settings
This is the newest text in the OpenGL Technical Library, Addison-Wesley’s
definitive collection of programming guides an reference manuals for OpenGL and
its related technologies. The Library enables programmers to gain a practical
understanding of OpenGL and the other Khronos application-programming libraries
including OpenGL ES and OpenCL. All of the technologies in the OpenGL Technical
Library evolve under the auspices of the Khronos Group, the industry consortium
guiding the evolution of modern, open-standards media APIs.

PC Mag
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based,
independent reviews of the latest products and services. Our expert industry
analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get
more from technology.

Multimodal Interaction with Mobile Devices
A+ Guide to Managing/Maintaining Your Pc Enhanced-Itt (Spl)
Sound & Vision
The Wall Street Journal
The Bulletin
Books in Print
Here is a friendly, solutions-oriented guide to getting the most out of your Sony
Vaio. You’ll find full coverage of all aspects of the laptop including adding
peripherals, using the bundled software, linking to digital cameras and home
stereos, and performing routine maintenance and upgrades.

HotelBusiness
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based,
independent reviews of the latest products and services. Our expert industry
analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get
more from technology.

Official Gazette of the United States Patent and Trademark
Office
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Do virtual museums really provide added value to end-users, or do they just
contribute to the abundance of images? Does the World Wide Web save
endangered cultural heritage, or does it foster a society with less variety? These
and other related questions are raised and answered in this book, the result of a
long path across the digital heritage landscape. It provides a comprehensive view
on issues and achievements in digital collections and cultural content.

Laboratory Manual for Electronic Devices and Circuits
eCulture
Electronics Buyers' Guide
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based,
independent reviews of the latest products and services. Our expert industry
analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get
more from technology.

Netbooks: The Missing Manual
The Advertising Red Books: Business classifications
This text describes the functions that the BIOS controls and how these relate to the
hardware in a PC. It covers the CMOS and chipset set-up options found in most
common modern BIOSs. It also features tables listing error codes needed to
troubleshoot problems caused by the BIOS.

How to Do Everything with Your Sony VAIO (R)
Bedford's Tech Edge
Electronic Business
The Bios Companion
This lab manual accompanies Electronic Devices and Circuits, 4/e.

Computing Japan
The British National Bibliography
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Most innovations in the car industry are based on software and electronics, and IT
will soon constitute the major production cost factor. It seems almost certain that
embedded IT security will be crucial for the next generation of applications. Yet
whereas software safety has become a relatively well-established field, the
protection of automotive IT systems against manipulation or intrusion has only
recently started to emerge. Lemke, Paar, and Wolf collect in this volume a state-ofthe-art overview on all aspects relevant for IT security in automotive applications.
After an introductory chapter written by the editors themselves, the contributions
from experienced experts of different disciplines are structured into three parts.
"Security in the Automotive Domain" describes applications for which IT security is
crucial, like immobilizers, tachographs, and software updates. "Embedded Security
Technologies" details security technologies relevant for automotive applications,
e.g., symmetric and asymmetric cryptography, and wireless security. "Business
Aspects of IT Systems in Cars" shows the need for embedded security in novel
applications like location-based navigation systems and personalization. The first
book in this area of fast-growing economic and scientific importance, it is
indispensable for both researchers in software or embedded security and
professionals in the automotive industry.

Block Trace Analysis and Storage System Optimization
The Public Domain
Understand the fundamental factors of data storage system performance and
master an essential analytical skill using block trace via applications such as
MATLAB and Python tools. You will increase your productivity and learn the best
techniques for doing specific tasks (such as analyzing the IO pattern in a
quantitative way, identifying the storage system bottleneck, and designing the
cache policy). In the new era of IoT, big data, and cloud systems, better
performance and higher density of storage systems has become crucial. To
increase data storage density, new techniques have evolved and hybrid and
parallel access techniques—together with specially designed IO scheduling and
data migration algorithms—are being deployed to develop high-performance data
storage solutions. Among the various storage system performance analysis
techniques, IO event trace analysis (block-level trace analysis particularly) is one of
the most common approaches for system optimization and design. However, the
task of completing a systematic survey is challenging and very few works on this
topic exist. Block Trace Analysis and Storage System Optimization brings together
theoretical analysis (such as IO qualitative properties and quantitative metrics) and
practical tools (such as trace parsing, analysis, and results reporting perspectives).
The book provides content on block-level trace analysis techniques, and includes
case studies to illustrate how these techniques and tools can be applied in real
applications (such as SSHD, RAID, Hadoop, and Ceph systems). What You’ll Learn
Understand the fundamental factors of data storage system performance Master
an essential analytical skill using block trace via various applications Distinguish
how the IO pattern differs in the block level from the file level Know how the
sequential HDFS request becomes “fragmented” in final storage devices Perform
trace analysis tasks with a tool based on the MATLAB and Python platforms Who
This Book Is For IT professionals interested in storage system performance
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optimization: network administrators, data storage managers, data storage
engineers, storage network engineers, systems engineers

The Digital Pencil
Indexes the Times and its supplements.

PC Mag
The management magazine for the electronics industry.
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